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Abstract: Let H be the real quaternion algebra and Hn×m denote the set of all
n×m matrices over H. In this paper, we construct a simultaneous decomposition
of seven general real quaternion matrices with compatible sizes: A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈
H
m×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n, G ∈ Hq3×n. As applica-
tions of the simultaneous matrix decomposition, we give solvability conditions,
general solutions, as well as the range of ranks of the general solutions to the
following two real quaternion matrix equations BXE + CY F +DZG = A and
BX + WE + CY F + DZG = A, where A,B,C,D,E, F, and G are given real
quaternion matrices.
Keywords: Quaternion; Division ring; Matrix decomposition; Matrix equation;
Rank; General solution
2010 AMS Subject Classifications: 15A21, 15A22, 15A24, 15A33, 15A03
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, let R,C, and Hm×n stand, respectively, for the real number field, the
complex number field, and the set of all m× n matrices over the real quaternion algebra
H =
{
a0 + a1i+ a2j + a3k
∣∣ i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1, a0, a1, a2, a3 ∈ R}.
The rank of a quaternion matrix A is defined to be the maximum number of columns of A which
are right linearly independent [26]. It is easy to see that for any nonsingular matrices P and Q
of appropriate sizes, A and PAQ have the same rank [26]. Moreover, for A ∈ Hm×n, by [10],
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2where r = r(A), Ir is the r × r identity matrix. The rank of a block real quaternion matrix
A11 A12 · · · A1,n





Am,1 Am,2 · · · Am,n

is denoted by ra11a12···a1,n|a21a22···a2,n|···|am,1am,2···am,n . If the block real quaternion matrix has zero,







D 0 A B 0
D A 0 0 C
0 E 0 0 0
0 0 F 0 0
0 F 0 0 0

are represented by rbcd, re|f |g, rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00|0f000 , respectively. The set of all n × n
invertible real quaternion matrices is denoted by GLn(H).
Quaternions were introduced by Irish mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton in 1843. It
is well known that H is an associative and noncommutative division algebra. General properties
of quaternion and real quaternion matrices can be found in [26]. Nowadays real quaternion
matrices have always been at the heart of computer science, quantum physics, signal and color
image processing, and so on (e.g. [1], [2], [11], [15]-[18]).
In mathematics, engineering, signal, circuit and others, many problems can be transformed
into the decomposition of multiple matrices (e.g. [3], [14], [25]). In 1981, Paige and Saunders
[12] introduced the generalized singular value decomposition of two matrices with the same row





over C. In 1991, Bart De Moor and G.H. Golub [4] derived a generalization of the OSVD. Several
applications were discussed in [4]. Moreover, Bart De Moor and Paul Van Dooren [5] presented
the generalized singular value decompositions for k general matrices (A1, A2, . . . , Ak), where
A1 ∈ C
n0×n1 , A2 ∈ C
n1×n2 , . . . , Ak ∈ C
nk−1×nk . In 1994, C.C. Paige and M.S. Wei [13] introduced
the history and generality of the CS Decomposition. In 2000, Delin Chu, Lieven De Lathauwer






can be computed using a CSD-based QR-type method. In 2011, Wang, van der
Woude and Yu [19] derived the decomposition of three general matrices with the same row
number over an arbitrary division ring. In 2012, Wang, Zhang and van der Woude [20] gave a






division ring. Quite recently, He and Wang [9] constructed a simultaneous decomposition of five






. He and Wang [9] gave the rang of ranks of the real
quaternion matrix expression A − BXD − CY E by using the simultaneous decomposition of







3The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose the simultaneous
decomposition of the matrix array 





where A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n and G ∈
H
q3×n are general real quaternion matrices. In Section 3, we discuss several applications of the
simultaneous decomposition. In Section 3.2, we derive solvability conditions and the general
solution to the real quaternion matrix equation
BXE + CY F +DZG = A. (1.2)
In Section 3.3, we give the range of ranks of the general solution to the real quaternion matrix
equation (1.2). In Section 3.4, we present solvability conditions and the general solution to the
real quaternion matrix equation
BX +WE + CY F +DZG = A. (1.3)
In Section 3.5, we derive the range of ranks of the general solution to the real quaternion matrix
equation (1.3).
2. A simultaneous decomposition of the general matrix array (1.1) over H
We begin with the following lemma that is a basic tool for obtaining the main result.
Lemma 2.1. [19] Let B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 and D ∈ Hm×p3 be given. Then there exist
P˜ ∈ GLm(H), T˜1 ∈ GLp1(H), T˜2 ∈ GLp2(H) and T˜3 ∈ GLp3(H) such that
B = P˜ S˜BT˜1, C = P˜ S˜C T˜2, D = P˜ S˜DT˜3, (2.1)
where
(S˜B , S˜C , S˜D) =

I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0














m4 +m6 +m7 = rbc − rb, m1 +m2 = rb + rc − rbc, m8 = rbcd − rbc,
m4 +m6 = rbc + rbd − rbcd − rb, m1 +m3 = rb + rd − rbd, m3 +m4 = rbc + rcd − rbcd − rc.
4Now we give the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.2. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n
and G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Then there exist P ∈ GLm(H), Q ∈ GLn(H), T1 ∈ GLp1(H), T2 ∈
GLp2(H), T3 ∈ GLp3(H), V1 ∈ GLq1(H), V2 ∈ GLq2(H), and V3 ∈ GLq3(H) such that











A91 · · · A99 A9,10 0
A10,1 · · · A10,9 0 0
0 · · · 0 0 It
 , (2.3)
(SB , SC , SD) =

I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0





















I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
















t = rabcd|e000|f000|g000 − rbcd − re|f |g,
5m1 = rb + rc + rd − rdb0|d0c, m2 = rdb0|d0c − rbc − rd, (2.6)
m3 = rdb0|d0c − rbd − rc, m4 = rbc + rcd + rbd − rbcd − rdb0|d0c, (2.7)
m5 = rbcd − rcd, m6 = rdb0|d0c − rcd − rb, m7 = rbcd − rbd, m8 = rbcd − rbc, (2.8)
n1 = re + rf + rg − rgg|e0|0f , n2 = rgg|e0|0f − re|f − rg, (2.9)
n3 = rgg|e0|0f − re|f − rf , n4 = re|f + rf |g + re|g − re|f |g − rgg|e0|0f , (2.10)
n5 = re|f |g − rf |g, n6 = rgg|e0|0f − rf |g − re, n7 = re|f |g − re|g, n8 = re|f |g − re|f . (2.11)
The block columns of SA are (n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n4, n6.n7, n8, n − re|f |g − t, t). The block rows of
SA are (m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m4,m6.m7,m8,m− rbcd − t, t).
Proof. The proof is constructive. We establish the result through the following steps. First, we







provide the simultaneous decomposition of the matrix array (1.1).






, we can find eight matrices P1 ∈ GLm(H),
Q1 ∈ GLn(H), WB ∈ GLp1(H), WC ∈ GLp2(H), WD ∈ GLp3(H), WE ∈ GLq1(H), WF ∈








I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
























I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0






























where the symbol , means “equals by definition”. For the matrix A
(1)
10,10, we can find P2 ∈


















































































I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


























I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




























 , Q3 =
 Ire|f |g 0( 0 · · · 0
−A
(2)



















































A91 · · · A99 A9,10 0
A10,1 · · · A10,9 0 0














T1 = WC , T2 = WD, T3 = WE , V1 = WE, V2 = WF , V3 = WG.
Hence, the matrices P ∈ GLm(H), Q ∈ GLn(H), T1 ∈ GLp1(H), T2 ∈ GLp2(H), T3 ∈
GLp3(H), V1 ∈ GLq1(H), V2 ∈ GLq2(H), V3 ∈ GLq3(H) satisfy the equation (2.2). It follows
from SA, SB, SC , SD, SE , SF , and SG in (2.3)-(2.5) that
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

























1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1





















rgg|e0|0f − re − rf

.
Solving for mi, ni, (i = 1, . . . , 8) gives (2.6)-(2.11). 
Remark 2.1. Wang et. al. [19] did not give the values of mi, (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8) in Lemma
2.1. As a special case of Theorem 2.2, we can derive all the dimensions of identity matrices in
the equivalence canonical form of triple real quaternion matrices (B,C,D), i.e., the values of
mi, (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8) in Lemma 2.1:
m1 = rb + rc + rd − rdb0|d0c, m2 = rdb0|d0c − rbc − rd,
m3 = rdb0|d0c − rbd − rc, m4 = rbc + rcd + rbd − rbcd − rdb0|d0c,
m5 = rbcd − rcd, m6 = rdb0|d0c − rcd − rb, m7 = rbcd − rbd, m8 = rbcd − rbc.
On the other hand, the values of mi, ni, (i = 1, . . . , 8) play an important role in investigating the
range of ranks of the general solutions to (1.2) and (1.3).
93. Some applications of the simultaneous decomposition of (1.1)
The simultaneous decomposition of (1.1) is useful in solving the following questions:
• §3.2. Give some solvability conditions and an expression of the general solution to the
real quaternion matrix equation (1.2).
• §3.3. Give the range of ranks of the general solution in the real quaternion matrix
equation (1.2).
• §3.4. Give some solvability conditions and an expression of the general solution to the
real quaternion matrix equation (1.3).
• §3.5. Give the range of ranks of the general solution in the real quaternion matrix
equation (1.3).
3.1. Preliminaries. In this section, we give some lemmas which are used in the further de-
velopment of this paper. The following Lemmas are due to [7], [8] and [22]-[24] which can be
generalized to H.
Lemma 3.1. ([7]-[9], [22]-[24]) Let
H(X,Y ) =
A1 B1 C1D1 X E1
F1 G1 Y
 , (3.1)
where A1 ∈ H
n˜×n, B1 ∈ H
n˜×m, C1 ∈ H
n˜×p,D1 ∈ H
m˜×n, E1 ∈ H
m˜×p, F1 ∈ H
p˜×n and G1 ∈ H
p˜×m
are given, and X ∈ Hm˜×m and Y ∈ Hp˜×p are variable matrices. Then,
max
X,Y
r [H (X,Y )] = min
{





r [H (X,Y )] = ra1b1c1 + ra1|d1|f1 +max
{
ra1c1|d1e1 − ra1c1 − ra1|d1 , ra1b1|f1g1 − ra1b1 − ra1|f1
}
.







where A1 ∈ H
m×n and B1 ∈ H




r [M (X,Y )] = min {m+ p, n+ q, ra1 + p+ q, rb1 +m+ n} ,
min
X,Y
r [M (X,Y )] = max {ra1 , rb1} .







where A1, B1 and D1 are given, and Y ∈ H
n×m is a variable matrix. Then,
max
Y ∈Hn×m
r (M2) = min
{




r (M2) = ra1b1 + ra1|d1 − ra1 .
10
3.2. Some solvability conditions and the general solution to (1.2). In this section, the
simultaneous decomposition of (1.1) will be used to solve the real quaternion matrix equation
(1.2).
Theorem 3.4. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n and
G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Then the equation (1.2) is consistent if and only if
A94 = A96, A49 = A69, A64 = A46,
rabcd|e000|f000|g000 = rbcd + re|f |g,
(




= 0, (A10,1, · · · , A10,9) = 0,
A29 = 0, A92 = 0, A38 = 0, A83 = 0, A48 = 0, A84 = 0, A56 = 0, A65 = 0,
A57 = 0, A75 = 0, A58 = 0, A85 = 0, A59 = 0, A95 = 0, A89 = 0, A98 = 0. (3.3)
In this case, the general solution to (1.2) can be expressed as
X = T−11 X̂V
−1












n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 q1 − re
m1 X11 X12 X13 X14 A15 X16
m2 X21 X22 A23 A24 A25 X26
m3 X31 A32 X33 A34 −A36 A35 X36
m4 X41 A42 A43 −A63 A44 −A64 A45 X46
m5 A51 A52 A53 A54 A55 X56





n4 n6 n7 n1 n2 q2 − rf
m4 A66 −A64 A67 −A47 A68 A61 −A41 +X41 A62 Y16
m6 A76 −A74 Y22 A78 Y24 A72 Y26
m7 A86 A87 A88 A81 A82 Y36
m1 A16 −A14 +X14 Y42 A18 Y44 A12 −X12 Y46
m2 A26 A27 A28 A21 −X21 A22 −X22 Y56







n8 n4 n6 n3 n1 q3 − rg
m8 A99 A96 A97 A93 A91 Z16
m4 A69 A64 A47 A63 A41 −X41 Z26
m6 A79 A74 A77 − Y22 A73 A71 − Y24 Z36
m3 A39 A36 A37 A33 −X33 A31 −X31 Z46
m1 A19 A14 −X14 A17 − Y42 A13 −X13 Z55 Z56
p3 − rd Z61 Z62 Z63 Z64 Z65 Z66

, (3.6)
Aij , Ti, Vi are defined in Theorem 2.2, the remaining Xij , Yij, Zij in (3.4)-(3.6) are arbitrary
matrices over H with appropriate sizes.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that the matrix equation (1.2) is equivalent to the matrix
equation
SB(T1XV1)SE + SC(T2Y V2)SF + SD(T3ZV3)SG = SA. (3.7)
Let the matrices
X̂ = T1XV1 =





X61 · · · X66
 , (3.8)
Ŷ = T2Y V2 =





Y61 · · · Y66
 , (3.9)
Ẑ = T3ZV3 =





Z61 · · · Z66
 , (3.10)
be partitioned in accordance with (3.7). Then it follows from (2.3)-(2.5) and (3.7)-(3.10) that
X11+Y44+Z55 X12+Y45 X13+Z54 X14+Z52 X15 Y41+Z52 Y42+Z53 Y43 Z51 0 0
X21+Y54 X22+Y55 X23 X24 X25 Y51 Y52 Y53 0 0 0
X31+Z45 X32 X33+Z44 X34+Z42 X35 Z42 Z43 0 Z41 0 0
X41+Z25 X42 X43+Z24 X44+Z22 X45 Z22 Z23 0 Z21 0 0
X51 X52 X53 X54 X55 0 0 0 0 0 0
Y14+Z25 Y15 Z24 Z22 0 Y11+Z22 Y12+Z23 Y13 Z21 0 0
Y24+Z35 Y25 Z34 Z32 0 Y21+Z32 Y22+Z33 Y23 Z31 0 0
Y34 Y35 0 0 0 Y31 Y32 Y33 0 0 0
Z15 0 Z14 Z12 0 Z12 Z13 0 Z11 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16 A17 A18 A19 A1,10 0
A21 A22 A23 A24 A25 A26 A27 A28 A29 A2,10 0
A31 A32 A33 A34 A35 A36 A37 A38 A39 A3,10 0
A41 A42 A43 A44 A45 A46 A47 A48 A49 A4,10 0
A51 A52 A53 A54 A55 A56 A57 A58 A59 A5,10 0
A61 A62 A63 A64 A65 A66 A67 A68 A69 A6,10 0
A71 A72 A73 A74 A75 A76 A77 A78 A79 A7,10 0
A81 A82 A83 A84 A85 A86 A87 A88 A89 A8,10 0
A91 A92 A93 A94 A95 A96 A97 A98 A99 A9,10 0
A10,1 A10,2 A10,3 A10,4 A10,5 A10,6 A10,7 A10,8 A10,9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 It

. (3.11)
If the equation (1.2) has a solution (X,Y,Z), then by (3.11), we have that the equalities in
(3.3) hold, and
X11 + Y44 + Z55 = A11, X12 + Y45 = A12, X13 + Z54 = A13, X14 + Z52 = A14, X15 = A15,
Y41 + Z52 = A16, Y42 + Z53 = A17, Y43 = A18, Z51 = A19,X21 + Y54 = A21, X22 + Y55 = A22,
X23 = A23, X24 = A24, X25 = A25, Y51 = A26, Y52 = A27, Y53 = A28, X31 + Z45 = A31,
X32 = A32, X33 + Z44 = A33, X34 + Z42 = A34, X35 = A35, Z42 = A36, Z43 = A37, Z41 = A39,
X41 + Z25 = A41, X42 = A42, X43 + Z24 = A43, X44 + Z22 = A44, X45 = A45, Z22 = A46,
Z23 = A47, Z21 = A49, X51 = A51, X52 = A52, X53 = A53, X54 = A54, X55 = A55
Y14 + Z25 = A61, Y15 = A62, Z24 = A63, Z22 = A64, Y11 + Z22 = A66, Y12 + Z23 = A67,
Y13 = A68, Z21 = A69, Y24 + Z35 = A71, Y25 = A72, Z34 = A73, Z32 = A74, Y21 + Z32 = A76,
Y22 + Z33 = A77, Y23 = A78, Z31 = A79, Y34 = A81, Y35 = A82, Y31 = A86, Y32 = A87,
Y33 = A88, Z15 = A91, Z14 = A93, Z12 = A94, Z12 = A96, Z13 = A97, Z11 = A99.
Hence, (X,Y,Z) can be expressed as (3.4)-(3.6) by (3.8)-(3.10).
Conversely, assume that the equalities in (3.3) hold, then by (2.3)-(2.5) and (3.7)-(3.11), it
can be verified that the matrices have the forms of (3.4)-(3.6) is a solution of (3.7), i.e., (1.2).

Remark 3.1. In our opinion the presented expression of the general solution is more useful
than the expression found by Wang et al. [19], since the latter can not be used to consider the
maximal and minimal ranks of the general solution to (1.2).
3.3. The range of ranks of the general solution to (1.2). In this section, we consider the
maximal and minimal ranks of the general solution to the real quaternion matrix equation (1.2).
Theorem 3.5. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n and
G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Assume that equation (1.2) is consistent. Then,
max
BXE+CY F+DZG=A
r (Z) = min
{
p3, q3, p3 + q3 + ra|e|f − rd − re|f |g, p3 + q3 + rabc − rg − rbcd,
p3 + q3 + rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00 − rgg|e0|0f − rbd − rcd, p3 + q3 + rac|e0 − rcd − re|f ,
13






=rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00 + rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00 + rabc + ra|e|f + rbd + re|g + rbc + re|f
− rd0ab00|da00cb|0e0000|00f000 − rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00|0e00
+max
{
rac|e0 − rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00|00e00 − rgg000|0ab0c|a00c0|e0000|0f000 ,
rab|f0 − rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00|0f000 − rgg000|0ab00|a00cb|e0000|0f000
}
.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that the expression of Z in (1.2) can be expressed as
Z = T−13 ẐV
−1




3 ) = r(Ẑ). Now we
consider the maximal and minimal ranks of Ẑ. Applying Lemma 3.2 to the variable matrices




 of Ẑ, we obtain
max
Zi6, Z6i, i=1,...,5
r(Ẑ) = min {p3, q3, p3 + q3 − rd − rg + r(Θ), r(Z66) + rd + rg} ,
min
Zi6, Z6i, i=1,...,5




n8 n4 n6 n3 n1
m8 A99 A96 A97 A93 A91
m4 A69 A64 A47 A63 A41 −X41
m6 A79 A74 A77 − Y22 A73 A71 − Y24
m3 A39 A36 A37 A33 −X33 A31 −X31












Applying Lemma 3.3 to the variable matrices
(





A14−X14, A17−Y42, A13−X13, Z55
) r (Θ) = min













A14−X14, A17−Y42, A13−X13, Z55

















n8 n4 n6 n3 n1
m8 A99 A96 A97 A93 A91
m4 A69 A64 A47 A63 A41 −X41
m6 A79 A74 A77 − Y22 A73 A71 − Y24
m3 A39 A36 A37 A33 −X33 A31 −X31
.











) r (Θ1) = min
{
m3 +m4 +m6 + r
(
A99, A96, A97, A93, A91
)







) r (Θ1) = r(Θ2) + r
(










n8 n4 n6 n3
m8 A99 A96 A97 A93
m4 A69 A64 A47 A63
m6 A79 A74 A77 − Y22 A73
m3 A39 A36 A37 A33 −X33
.





m3 +m6 + r
(
A99 A96 A97 A93
A69 A64 A47 A63
)
, n3 +m6 + r
A99 A96 A97A69 A64 A47
A39 A36 A37
 ,
m3 + n6 + r
A99 A96 A93A69 A64 A63
A79 A74 A73











r (Θ2) = r
(
A99 A96 A97 A93











A99 A96 A97A69 A64 A47
A39 A36 A37








A99 A96 A93A69 A64 A63
A79 A74 A73











r (Z) = min {p3, q3, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6} ,
min
BXE+CY F+DZG=A
r (Z) = max {s7, s8} ,
where








s2 = p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 +m3 +m4 +m6 + r
(
A99, A96, A97, A93, A91
)
,
s3 = p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 +m3 +m6 + r
(
A99 A96 A97 A93
A69 A64 A47 A63
)
,
s4 = p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 + n3 +m6 + r
A99 A96 A97A69 A64 A47
A39 A36 A37
 ,
s5 = p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 +m3 + n6 + r
A99 A96 A93A69 A64 A63
A79 A74 A73
 ,










A99 A96 A97 A93




























A99, A96, A97, A93
)
+ r
A99 A96 A97A69 A64 A47
A39 A36 A37









A99 A96 A97 A93




























A99, A96, A97, A93
)
+ r
A99 A96 A93A69 A64 A63
A79 A74 A73

















SG SG 0 0
0 SA SB 0
SA 0 0 SC
SE 0 0 0
0 SF 0 0
− r(SE)− r(SF )− r(SB)− r(SC)
− n3 − n4 − n6 − n8
=rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00 − re − rf − rb − rc − n3 − n4 − n6 − n8, (3.14)
r
(
A99 A96 A97 A93




SD 0 SA SB 0
SD SA 0 0 SC
0 SE 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0
− r(SE)− r(SF )− r(SB)− r(SC)
−m3 −m4 −m6 −m8
=rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00 − re − rf − rb − rc −m3 −m4 −m6 −m8,
(3.15)
























SG SG 0 0
0 SA SB 0
SA 0 0 SC
SE 0 0 0
0 SF 0 0







− r(SE)− r(SB)− r(SC)
− n4 − n6 − n8
=rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00|0e00 − re|f − re − rb − rc − n4 − n6 − n8, (3.18)
r
(




SD 0 SA SB 0 0
SD SA 0 0 SC SB
0 SE 0 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0 0
− r(SE)− r(SF )− r(SB)
− r(SB, SC)−m4 −m6 −m8
=rd0ab00|da00cb|0e0000|00f000 − re − rf − rb − rbc −m4 −m6 −m8,
(3.19)
r
A99 A96 A93A69 A64 A63
A79 A74 A73
 = r(SA SB
SF 0
)
− r(SB)− r(SF ) = rab|f0 − rb − rf , (3.20)
r
A99 A96 A97A69 A64 A47
A39 A36 A37
 = r(SA SC
SE 0
)






SG SG 0 0 0
0 SA SB 0 SC
SA 0 0 SC 0
SE 0 0 0 0
0 SF 0 0 0
− r(SE)− r(SF )− r(SC)− r(SB, SC)
− n3 − n4 − n6 − n8







SG SG 0 0 0
0 SA SB 0 0
SA 0 0 SC SB
SE 0 0 0 0
0 SF 0 0 0
− r(SE)− r(SF )− r(SB)− r(SB, SC)
− n3 − n4 − n6 − n8








SD 0 SA SB 0
SD SA 0 0 SC
0 SE 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0
0 0 SE 0 0





−m3 −m4 −m6 −m8









SD 0 SA SB 0
SD SA 0 0 SC
0 SE 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0
0 SF 0 0 0





−m3 −m4 −m6 −m8
=rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00|0f000 − rb − rc − rf − re|f −m3 −m4 −m6 −m8.
(3.25)
Hence from (2.6)-(2.11) and (3.14)-(3.25), we deduce that







 = p3 + q3 + ra|e|f − rd − re|f |g,
s2 =p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 +m3 +m4 +m6 + r
(
A99, A96, A97, A93, A91
)
=p3 + q3 + rabc − rg − rbcd,
s3 =p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 +m3 +m6 + r
(
A99 A96 A97 A93
A69 A64 A47 A63
)
=p3 + q3 − rb − rc − rd − re − rf − rg + rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00 + n1 +m1 −m4 −m8
=p3 + q3 + rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00 − rgg|e|f − rbd − rcd,
19
s4 =p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 + n3 +m6 + r
A99 A96 A97A69 A64 A47
A39 A36 A37

=p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 + n3 +m6 + rac|e0 − re − rc = p3 + q3 + rac|e0 − rcd − re|f ,
s5 =p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 +m3 + n6 + r
A99 A96 A93A69 A64 A63
A79 A74 A73

=p3 + q3 − rd − rg +m1 + n1 +m3 + n6 + rab|f0 − rb − rf = p3 + q3 + rab|f0 − rf |g − rbd,







=p3 + q3 − rb − rc − rd − re − rf − rg + rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00 +m1 + n1 − n4 − n8
=p3 + q3 + rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00 − rdb0|d0c − re|g − rf |g,
s7 =rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00 + rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00 + rabc + ra|e|f + rbd + re|g + rbc + re|f
− rd0ab00|da00cb|0e0000|00f000 − rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00|0e00
+ rac|e0 − rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00|00e00 − rgg000|0ab0c|a00c0|e0000|0f000,
s8 =rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00 + rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00 + rabc + ra|e|f + rbd + re|g + rbc + re|f
− rd0ab00|da00cb|0e0000|00f000 − rgg00|0ab0|a00c|e000|0f00|0e00
+ rab|f0 − rd0ab0|da00c|0e000|00f00|0f000 − rgg000|0ab00|a00cb|e0000|0f000 .

Remark 3.2. It is hard to derive the maximal and minimal ranks of the general solution to
(1.2) if we do not know the values of mi, ni, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6).
Similarly, we can get the corresponding results on X and Y . The proof is omitted.
Theorem 3.6. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n and
G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Assume that equation (1.2) is consistent. Then,
max
BXE+CY F+DZG=A
r (X) = min
{
p1, q1, p1 + q1 + ra|f |g − rb − re|f |g, p1 + q1 + racd − re − rbcd,
p1 + q1 + rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00 − rgg|e0|0f − rbd − rbc, p1 + q1 + rac|g0 − rbc − rf |g,







=rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00 + ree00|0ad0|a00c|g000|0f00 + racd + ra|f |g + rbd + re|g + rcd + rf |g
− rb0ad00|ba00cd|0g0000|00f000 − ree00|0ad0|a00c|g000|0f00|0g00
+max
{
rac|g0 − rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|00g00 − ree000|0ad0c|a00c0|g0000|0f000,
rad|f0 − rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0f000 − ree000|0ad00|a00cd|g0000|0f000
}
.
Theorem 3.7. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n and
G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Assume that equation (1.2) is consistent. Then,
max
BXE+CY F+DZG=A
r (Y ) = min
{
p2, q2, p2 + q2 + ra|e|g − rc − re|f |g, p2 + q2 + rabd − rf − rbcd,
p2 + q2 + rc0ab0|ca00d|0e000|00g00 − rgg|e0|0f − rbc − rcd, p2 + q2 + rad|e0 − rcd − re|g,






=rc0ab0|ca00d|0e000|00g00 + rff00|0ab0|a00d|e000|0g00 + rabd + ra|e|g + rbc + re|f + rbd + re|g
− rc0ab00|ca00db|0e0000|00g000 − rff00|0ab0|a00d|e000|0g00|0e00
+max
{
rad|e0 − rc0ab0|ca00d|0e000|00g00|00e00 − rff000|0ab0d|a00d0|e0000|0g000 ,
rab|g0 − rc0ab0|ca00d|0e000|00g00|0g000 − rff000|0ab00|a00db|e0000|0g000
}
.
3.4. Some solvability conditions and the general solution to (1.3). In this section, the
simultaneous decomposition of (1.1) will be used to solve the real quaternion matrix equation
(1.3).
Theorem 3.8. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n and
G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Then the equation (1.3) is consistent if and only if
rabcd|e000|f000|g000 = rbcd + re|f |g, A89 = 0, A98 = 0, Ai,10 = 0, A10,i = 0, (i = 6, 7, 8, 9).
(3.26)
In this case, the general solution to (1.3) can be expressed as
X = T−11 X̂Q, W = PŴV
−1













n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n4 n6 n7 n8 n− re|f |g
m1 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16 X17 X18 X19 A1,10
m2 X21 X22 X23 X24 X25 X26 X27 X28 A29 A2,10
m3 X31 X32 X33 X34 X35 X36 X37 A38 X39 A3,10
m4 X41 X42 X43 X44 X45 X46 X47 A48 A49 −A69 A4,10
m5 X51 X52 X53 X54 X55 A56 A57 A58 A59 A5,10






n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 q2−re
m1 W11 W12 W13 W14 A15−X15 W16
m2 W21 W22 A23−X23 A24−X24 A25−X25 W26
m3 W31 A32−X32 W33 W34 A35−X35 W36
m4 W41 A42−X42 A43−A63+W63−X43 A44−A46+X46−X44 A45−X45 W46
m5 A51−X51 A52−X52 A53−X53 A54−X54 A55−X55 W56
m4 W61 W62 W63 A64−A46+X46 A65 W66
m6 W71 W72 W73 W74 A75 W76
m7 W81 W82 A83 A84 A85 W86
m8 W91 A92 W93 A94−A96 A95 W96






n4 n6 n7 n1 n2 q2−rf
m4 A66−A64+X46 A67−A47+X47 A68 A61−A41+X41+W41−W61 A62−W62 Y16
m6 A76−A74+W74 Y22 A78 Y24 A72−W72 Y26
m7 A86 A87 A88 A81−W81 A82−W82 Y36
m1 A16−A14+X14−X16−W14 Y42 A18−X18 Y44 A12−(X12+W12) Y46
m2 A26−X26 A27−X27 A28−X28 A21−(X21+W21) A22−(X22+W22) Y56







n8 n4 n6 n3 n1 q3−rg
m8 A99 A96 A97 A93−W93 A91−W91 Z16
m4 A69 A46−X46 A47−X47 A63−W63 A41−(X41+W41) Z26
m6 A79 A74−W74 A77−Y22 A73−W73 A71−(Y24+W71) Z36
m3 A39−X39 A34−(X34+W34) A37−X37 A33−(X33+W33) A31−(X31+W31) Z46
m1 A19−X19 A14−(X14+W14) A17−(X17+Y42) A13−(X13+W13) Z55 Z56




P,Q,Aij , Ti, Vi are defined in Theorem 2.2, the remaining Xij , Yij, Zij in (3.27)-(3.30) are ar-
bitrary matrices over H with appropriate sizes.
Proof. From Theorem 2.2, we know that rewrite matrix equation (1.3) is consistent is equivalent
to that the following matrix equation
P (SBT1XQ
−1 + P−1WV1SE + SCT2Y V2SF + SDT3ZV3SG)Q = PSAQ.
Because P,Q are nonsingular, the matrix equation (1.3) can be written as
SBT1XQ









X61 · · · X6,11
 , Ŵ = P−1WV1 =





W11,1 · · · W11,6
 , (3.32)
Ŷ = T2Y V2 =





Y61 · · · Y66
 , Ẑ = T3ZV3 =





Z61 · · · Z66
 , (3.33)
be partitioned in accordance with (3.31). Substituting (3.32) and (3.33) into (3.31) yields








A11−(X11+W11+Y44+Z55) A12−(X12+W12+Y45) A13−(X13+W13+Z54) A14−(X14+W14+Z52) A15−(X15+W15)
A21−(X21+W21+Y54) A22−(X22+W22+Y55) A23−(X23+W23) A24−(X24+W24) A25−(X25+W25)
A31−(X31+W31+Z45) A32−(X32+W32) A33−(X33+W33+Z44) A34−(X34+W34+Z42) A35−(X35+W35)
A41−(X41+W41+Z25) A42−(X42+W42) A43−(X43+W43+Z24) A44−(X44+W44+Z22) A45−(X45+W45)





A16−(Y41+Z52+X16), A17−(Y42+Z53+X17), A18−(Y43+X18), A19−(Z51+X19), A1,10−X1,10, −X1,11
A26−(Y51+X26), A27−(Y52+X27), A28−(Y53+X28), A29−X29, A2,10−X2,10, −X2,11
A36−(Z42+X36), A37−(Z43+X37), A38−X38, A39−(Z41+X39), A3,10−X3,10, −X3,11
A46−(Z22+X46), A47−(Z23+X47), A48−X48, A49−(Z21+X49), A4,10−X4,10, −X4,11





A61−(Y14+W61+Z25) A62−(Y15+W62) A63−(Z24+W63) A64−(Z22+W64) A65−W65
A71−(Y24+W71+Z35) A72−(Y25+W72) A73−(Z34+W73) A74−(Z32+W74) A75−W75
A81−(Y34+W81) A82−(Y35+W82) A83−W83 A84−W84 A85−W85
A91−(Z15+W91) A92−W92 A93−(Z14+W93) A94−(Z12+W94) A95−W95
A10,1−W10,1 A10,2−W10,2 A10,3−W10,3 A10,4−W10,4 A10,5−W10,5






A66−(Y11+Z22) A67−(Y12+Z23) A68−Y13 A69−Z21 A6,10 0
A76−(Y21+Z32) A77−(Y22+Z33) A78−Y23 A79−Z31 A7,10 0
A86−Y31 A87−Y32 A88−Y33 A89 A8,10 0
A96−Z12 A97−Z13 A98 A99−Z11 A9,10 0
A10,6 A10,7 A10,8 A10,9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 It

. (3.38)
If the equation (1.3) has a solution (X,W,Y,Z), then by (3.34), we have that the equalities
in (3.26) hold, and
Ω11 = 0,Ω12 = 0,Ω21 = 0,Ω22 = 0.
Conversely, assume that the equalities in (3.26) hold, then by (2.3)-(2.5) and (3.35)-(3.38),
it can be verified that the matrices have the forms of (3.27)-(3.30) is a solution of (3.31), i.e.,
(1.2).

Remark 3.3. The presented expressions of X and W are more useful than the expressions
found by Wang and He [21], since the latter can not be used to discuss the range of ranks of X
and W to (1.3).
3.5. The range of ranks of the general solution to (1.3). We in this section consider the
range of ranks of the general solution to (1.3).
Theorem 3.9. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n and





p1, n, p1 + racd|e00 − rbcd, p1 + ra|e|f |g − rb,
p1 + rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00 − re|f |g − rbc − rbd,







=ra|e|f |g + racd|e00 − re − rb0ad00|ba00cd|0g0000|00f000|0e0000|00e000
+ rbd + rcd + rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00 + re|f |g
+min
{
rac|e0|g0 − rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|00g00|0e000|00e00 − rad0c|a0c0|e000|f000|g000,
rad|e0|f0 − rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00|0f000 − rad00|a0cd|e000|f000|g000
}
.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.8 that the expression of X in (1.3) can be expressed as X =
T−11 X̂Q, where X̂ is given in (3.27). Clearly, r(X) = r(T
−1
1 X̂Q) = r(X̂). Now we consider the








and (X66, X67, X68, X69, X6,10) of X̂ , we obtain
max



















n4 n6 n7 n8 n− re|f |g
m1 X16 X17 X18 X19 A1,10
m2 X26 X27 X28 A29 A2,10
m3 X36 X37 A38 X39 A3,10
m4 X46 X47 A48 A49 −A69 A4,10




max {r(X61,X62,X63,X64,X65)} = min {p1 − rb, rb} , min {r(X61,X62,X63,X64,X65)} = 0.
Hence, we obtain
max




r(X̂) = min {p1, n, p1 − rb + re + r(Φ1)} ,
min























m1 +m2 +m3 +m4 + r
(
A56, A57, A58, A59, A5,10
)









r (Φ1) = r(Φ2) + r
(










n7 n8 n− re|f |g
m1 X18 X19 A1,10
m2 X28 A29 A2,10
m3 A38 X39 A3,10
m4 A48 A49 −A69 A4,10
m5 A58 A59 A5,10

.
Applying Lemma 3.3 to the variable matrices (X18, X19) of Φ2, we obtain
max
(X18, X19)
r (Φ2) = min






























n7 n8 n− re|f |g
m2 X28 A29 A2,10
m3 A38 X39 A3,10
m4 A48 A49 −A69 A4,10
m5 A58 A59 A5,10
.
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m2 +m3 + r
(
A48 A49 −A69 A4,10
A58 A59 A5,10
)




m3 + n7 + r
 A29 A2,10A49 −A69 A4,10
A59 A5,10


































 A29 A2,10A49 −A69 A4,10
A59 A5,10











r (X) = min {p1, n, t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6} ,
min
BX+WE+CY F+DZG=A
r (X) = max {t7, t8} ,
where
t1 = p1 − rb + re +m1 +m2 +m3 +m4 + r
(
A56, A57, A58, A59, A5,10
)
,








t3 = p1 − rb + re + n4 + n6 +m1 +m2 +m3 + r
(









t5 = p1 − rb + re + n4 + n6 +m1 +m3 + n7 + r
 A29 A2,10A49 −A69 A4,10
A59 A5,10
 ,




















A48 A49 −A69 A4,10
A58 A59 A5,10
)























A48 A49 −A69 A4,10
A58 A59 A5,10
)
− r(A58, A59, A5,10) + r
 A29 A2,10A49 −A69 A4,10
A59 A5,10


















− r(SC , SD)− r(SE)


























SB 0 SA SD 0
SB SA 0 0 SC
0 SG 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0
0 SE 0 0 0













−m2 −m3 −m4 −m5
=rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00










− r(SC) = rac|e0|g0 − re|g − rc, (3.42)
r
















SA SD 0 SC
SA 0 SC 0
SE 0 0 0
SF 0 0 0
SG 0 0 0










SA SD 0 0
SA 0 SC SD
SE 0 0 0
SF 0 0 0
SG 0 0 0




=rad00|a0cd|e000|f000|g000 − rcd − rd − re|f |g, (3.45)
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r(A58, A59, A5,10) =r

SB 0 SA SD 0 0
SB SA 0 0 SC SD
0 SG 0 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0 0
0 SE 0 0 0 0
0 0 SE 0 0 0




















SB 0 SA SD 0
SB SA 0 0 SC
0 SG 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0
0 SE 0 0 0
0 0 SE 0 0
0 SF 0 0 0







−m2 −m3 −m4 −m5
=rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00|0f000








SB 0 SA SD 0
SB SA 0 0 SC
0 SG 0 0 0
0 0 SF 0 0
0 0 SG 0 0
0 SE 0 0 0
0 0 SE 0 0









− rc − rd − re|f |g − re|g −m2 −m3 −m4 −m5. (3.48)
Hence from (2.6)-(2.11) and (3.39)-(3.48), we deduce that
t1 = p1 − rb + re +m1 +m2 +m3 +m4 + racd|e00 − rcd − re = p1 + racd|e00 − rbcd,
t2 = p1 − rb + re + n4 + n6 + n7 + n8 + ra|e|f |g − re|f |g = p1 + ra|e|f |g − rb,
t3 = p1 + rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00 − re|f |g − rbc − rbd,
t4 = p1 − rb + re + n4 + n6 +m1 +m2 + n8 + rac|e0|g0 − re|g − rc = p1 + rac|e0|g0 − rbc,
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t5 = p1 − rb + re + n4 + n6 +m1 +m3 + n7 + rad|e0|f0 − rd − re|f = p1 + rad|e0|f0 − rbd,
t7 =ra|e|f |g + racd|e00 − re − rb0ad00|ba00cd|0g0000|00f000|0e0000|00e000
+ rbd + rcd + rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00 + re|f |g
+ rac|e0|g0 − rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|00g00|0e000|00e00 − rad0c|a0c0|e000|f000|g000,
t8 =ra|e|f |g + racd|e00 − re − rb0ad00|ba00cd|0g0000|00f000|0e0000|00e000
+ rbd + rcd + rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00 + re|f |g
+ rad|e0|f0 − rb0ad0|ba00c|0g000|00f00|0e000|00e00|0f000 − rad00|a0cd|e000|f000|g000.

Similarly, we can get the corresponding results on W,Y, and Z.
Theorem 3.10. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n
and G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Assume that equation (1.3) is consistent. Then,
max
BX+WE+CY F+DZG=A
r (W ) =min
{
q1, m, q1 + rab|f0|g0 − re|f |g, q1 + rabcd − re,
q1 + ree0000|0ad0b0|a00c0b|g00000|0f0000 − rbcd − re|f − re|g,






=rabcd + rab|f0|g0 − rb − ree0000|0ad0b0|a00c0b|g00000|0f0000|0g0000 + re|g + rf |g
+ ree0000|0ad0b0|a00c0b|g00000|0f0000 + rbcd
+min
{
rabd|f00 − ree00000|0ad00b0|a00cd0b|g000000|0f00000 − raadcb|g0000|0f000|f0000 ,
rabc|g00 − ree00000|0ad0b0c|a00c0b0|g000000|0f00000 − raabcd|g0000|0f000|0g000
}
.
Theorem 3.11. Let A ∈ Hm×n, B ∈ Hm×p1 , C ∈ Hm×p2 ,D ∈ Hm×p3 , E ∈ Hq1×n, F ∈ Hq2×n
and G ∈ Hq3×n be given. Assume that equation (1.3) is consistent. Then,
max
BX+WE+CY F+DZG=A
r (Y ) =
min
{
















r (Z) = rab|e0|f0 + rabc|e00 − rabc|e00|f00 − rb − re.
Remark 3.4. All the results are true over octonion algebra.
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4. Conclusion
We have established the simultaneous decomposition of the general real quaternion matrix
array (1.1). We have derived all the dimensions of identity matrices in the equivalence canonical
form of the matrix array (1.1). Using the simultaneous decomposition of the general matrix
array (1.1), we have presented necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and the
general solutions to the real matrix equations (1.2) and (1.3), respectively. Moreover, we have
given the range of ranks of the general solutions to (1.2) and (1.3), respectively.
As a special case of the matrix array (1.1), we have derived all the dimensions of identity
matrices in the equivalence canonical form of triple matrices with the same row or column
numbers, which perfect the results in [19]. The presented expression of the general solution is
more useful than the expression found in [19], since the latter can not be used to consider the
maximal and minimal ranks of the general solution to (1.2). On the other hand, Wang and He
[21] gave the range of ranks of Y and Z to (1.3), but the two present authors did not derive the
range of ranks of X and W . We in this paper have solved this problem.
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